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One of the goal of reinforcement learning research is to build a single architecture which can successfully learn
control policies in a wide range of diﬀerent environments. However, the downside of such a multi-purpose architecture is that it often adds a redundancy to solve each problem compared to a problem specific architecture.
Specifically, an agent has to be able to apply all actions required in any of the environments. Previous works tackle
this problem by transfer learning and weight actions successful in previous tasks using action prior. In this paper,
we propose a method to learn actions which tend to be successful in a present task.

1.

for the ALE treats all 18 actions as applicable at every state
[Lipovetzky 15, Shleyfman 16]. However, in any particular game,
many of these 18 actions are dominated (“useless”): First, some
actions are trivially dominated because they are completely ignored, or the program always treats them as being equivalent to
other actions (e.g., in some games, the state of the “fire” button
is irrelevant). Second, some actions are conditionally dominated
because, in a given context, the action results in the same state as
another action (e.g., in a maze-based game, if the agent is stuck
against a wall to the left, then the “left” action is useless because
(in some games) it results in the same state as “no action”). More
generally, sequences of actions can be useless. For example, some
actions can have cooldown periods, i.e, after action a is used, executing a again has no effect for the next t seconds (e.g. firing
missiles in shooting games).
If the domain is transparent (e.g. PDDL is available to the
agent), dominated actions can be detected trivially by analyzing domain models, and dominated action sequences can be
pruned using methods such as duplicate action sequence detection
[Taylor 93], symmetry detection [Fox 99, Pochter 11], and strong
stubborn sets [Wehrle 13]. However, in black-box domain, pruning dominated actions and action sequences is nontrivial because
we can not be certain whether an action is truly dominated, or
merely appears to be dominated due to the context provided by the
current game state.

Introduction

One of the major challenge of artificial intelligence is to develop
agents capable of solving a variety of problems and domains without domain-specific engineering.
Several frameworks have proposed to evaluate the general
competency of the agents such as the General Game Playing
[Genesereth 05], the General Video Game Playing [Levine 13],
International Planning Competition [Coles 12], Reinforcement
Learning Competition [Whiteson 10].
The Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) [Bellemare 13] is
widely used as a benchmark platform for domain-independent
agents based on reinforcement learning and classic planning.
To solve a wide range of unknown problems, an agent has to be
capable of applying a variety of actions. However, not all actions
are needed to solve a specific problem. One of the difficulity a
domain-independent agent faces on unknown environment is that
it has no clue of which action is relevant to compete in the environment. Pruning redundant actions is investigated in classic planning
with transparent domain model which a precise dynamics of the
world is given to the agent at the beginning [Taylor 93]. However,
such methods require a domain model and are not applicable to a
black-box domain where an agent has no access to the description
of the domain. Recently [Jinnai 17] proposed a method to prune
dominated action sequence in online black-box planning, and successfully improved the performance of black-box planning in the
ALE [Jinnai 17].
On the other hand, there are no method to prune redundant actions in the action set of the domain-independent agent
in reinforcement learning to our knowledge. Previous research
sidestepped this issue by either using all the available actions or
using an action set hand-coded for each task, which is contrary to
the goal of domain-independent agent.
In this paper, we investigate duplicate avoidance strategies in
reinforcement learning settings for black-box domains. Specifically, we seek to eliminate actions (and sequences of actions)
which are dominated by others (and lead to duplicate states). For
example, in the ALE, which simulates an Atari 2600 game machine, 18 actions are always available (the joystick has 9 states
– up/down/left/right/4 diagonals/“neutral”, and the “fire” button
has 2 states, 9x2=18). Previous work in search-based planning

2. Background
The reinforcement learning (RL) problem an agent interacts
with an unknown environment and attempts to maximize a reward
[Kaelbling 96]. The agent and environment interact at each of a
sequence of discrete time steps, t = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... At each time
step t, the agent recieves some representation of the environment’s
state, st ∈ S, where S is the set of possible states, and on that
basis selects an action at ∈ A, where A is the set of actions available to the agent. An agent may have prior knowledge of A(st ),
the set of actions valid at state st . One time step later, in part as
a consequence of its action, the agent receives a numerical reward
rt+1 ∈ R and finds itself in a new state st+1 .
In particular, a reinforcement learning task that satisfies the
Markov property is called a Markov decision process (MDP). If
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the state and action spaces are finite, then it is called a finite MDP.
A finite MDP model is defined by its state and action sets and
by the one-step dynamics of the environment. The state-transition
probabilities are: p(s′ |s, a) ≈ P rst+1 = s′ |st = s, at = a
One of the goal of reinforcement learning is to build a single architecture applicable to a wide range of environments. To achieve
this, an agent needs to equipped with In reinforcement learning, a
major approach to cope with the large action set is action prior.

2.1

in addition to actions with lesser reward.
Algorithm 1: Reinforcement Learning with Action pruning
framework
Require: pruning method D and a pruning condition
1 Initialize π(s, a) arbitrarily;
2 Initialize θ(a) = 0(a ∈ A);
3 for every episode k = 1...K do
4
if T rigger then
5
θ(a) ← D;
6
Choose initial state s;
7
repeat
8
a ← a ∈ A with probability of θ(a)π(s, a);
9
Take action a, observe r, s′ ;
10
Update π(s, a);
11
s ← s′ ;
12
until s is terminal;
13 return π(s, a);

Action Prior

Previous work addressed the problem of large action sets by
transfer learning. An action prior is one way to use knowledge
acquired in other tasks or domains [Taylor 09]. An agent counts
how many times the action was chosen for the state in previous
trajectories. If an action is chosen more frequently, then use the
action in the present task more often, on the assumption that the
optimal action in previous tasks is more likely to be useful in the
present task. [Sherstov 05] formalized a transfer learning from a
task to a task within a domain.

2.2

Dominated Action Sequence Pruning

Pruning dominated actions or irrelevant actions in the action set
is a common practice in classic planning.
Taylor and Korf ([Taylor 93]) proposed a standard method for
dominated action sequence elimination in deterministic domains
with transparent models, based on the following criterion for determining dominance: An action sequence S1 dominates S2 if and
only if (1) Cost(S1) ≤ Cost(S2), (2) S1 is applicable whenever
S2 is applicable, and (3) Applying S1 and S2 to state s always
result in the same resulting state s′ .
However, in model-free environment, pruning dominated actions and action sequences is nontrivial because we can not be
certain whether an action is truly dominated, or merely appears
to be dominated due to the context provided by the current game
state.
Recently [Jinnai 17] proposed Dominated Action Sequence
Avoidance (DASA), a method to learn dominated action sequences
dominated in classical planning in black-box environment (modelfree environment). DASA learns dominated action sequences in
the course of the planning using previously explored state transitions. DASA successfully reduced the number of node generation in Arcade Learning Environment on online planning setting
[Bellemare 13].

3.

4. Conclusions and Future work
Previous wors in RL coped with large action set problem by
pruning actions which tend to give lesser reward. This approach
does not prune duplicated or dominated actions. In this paper, we
proposed a method to avoid dominated action sequences in RL.
Our method seeks to avoid actions which tend to generate duplicated states in addition to actions with lesser reward.
We are currently evaluating the proposed method in a SARSA
[Sutton 98] RL-agent in the Arcade Learning Environment.
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